
 (SPECIAL  CATEGORY)Candidates listed below are called for admission from 30.06.23 to05.07.2023 at 10.00 am and are required to report with the Printed copiesof the documents as listed in Anneure 'B' of the Admission Notice alongwith the Admission form and University Pre admission form forVerification and submission in order to finalise the admission.
Venue :  Annex Building Room No 1-CThereafter on activating the portal for fees payment the students willreceive an email to pay the fees online . You are required to pay the feesonline through Debit Card / Credit Card / UPI / Net Banking between 30-06-2023  to 05-07-2023 upto 01.30 pm in order to confirm your admission.

Note : Please note that there are no seats available for Psychology
Major . However there are seats available for Majors in English ,
Economics & History .  Students from the second merit list who wish to
consider the above available Majors can report for verification of
their documents for admissions, as per the given schedule .

FYBA : SECOND MERIT LIST

JAI HIND COLLEGE
BASANTSING INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, J.T. LALVANI COLLEGE OF COMMERCE 

& SHEILA GOPAL RAHEJA COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT (AUTONOMOUS)

28.6.2023

FIRST YEAR DEGREE ADMISSIONS: 2023 - 2024

Sr No. Application No. Name of the Student
Class XII_
Aggregate

Percentage1 2023/FY/JHC_25046 ARSHIA  PUNDIR 89.402 2023/FY/JHC_20807 SARA  SARDANA 88.003 2023/FY/JHC_24547 SONAM MANOJ RANA 83.334 2023/FY/JHC_20311 VAISHNAVI DEMA GAWAS 82.405 2023/FY/JHC_24819 SHREYA  SHAJI 80.206 2023/FY/JHC_22168 KHUSHI PRASHANT SHAH 79.177 2023/FY/JHC_24296 AASTHA VINOD BHANDARKAR 78.80

FYBA - SECOND MERIT LIST (2023-24)
SPECIAL CATEGORY

Thereafter on activating the portal for fees payment the students willreceive an email to pay the fees online . You are required to pay the feesonline through Debit Card / Credit Card / UPI / Net Banking between 30-06-2023  to 05-07-2023 upto 01.30 pm in order to confirm your admission.
Note : Please note that there are no seats available for Psychology
Major . However there are seats available for Majors in English ,
Economics & History .  Students from the second merit list who wish to
consider the above available Majors can report for verification of
their documents for admissions, as per the given schedule .
Admissions are provisional subject to Verification of relevant documents as
listed in the notice and availability of seats in the order of Merit.



Sr No. Application No. Name of the Student
Class XII_
Aggregate

Percentage8 2023/FY/JHC_23487 SANSKRITI  DALAL 72.809 2023/FY/JHC_24871 RASHEE SHASHANK KALBANDE 70.6710 2023/FY/JHC_24957 SAKSHI ANIL AYARE 64.20


